AC2P20 selectively kills Mycobacterium tuberculosis at acidic pH by depleting free thiols†
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Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) senses and adapts to host immune cues as part of its pathogenesis. One environmental cue sensed by Mtb is the acidic pH of its host niche in the macrophage phagosome. Disrupting the ability of Mtb to sense and adapt to acidic pH has the potential to reduce survival of Mtb in macrophages. Previously, a high throughput screen of a ~220 000 compound small molecule library was conducted to discover chemical probes that inhibit Mtb growth at acidic pH. The screen discovered chemical probes that kill Mtb at pH 5.7 but are inactive at pH 7.0. In this study, AC2P20 was prioritized for continued study to test the hypothesis that it was targeting Mtb pathways associated with pH-driven adaptation. RNAseq transcriptional profiling studies showed AC2P20 modulates expression of genes associated with redox homeostasis. Gene enrichment analysis revealed that the AC2P20 transcriptional profile had significant overlap with a previously characterized pH-selective inhibitor, AC2P36. Like AC2P36, we show that AC2P20 kills Mtb by selectively depleting free thiols at acidic pH. Mass spectrometry studies show the formation of a disulfide bond between AC2P20 and reduced glutathione, supporting a mechanism where AC2P20 is able to deplete intracellular thiols and dysregulate redox homeostasis. The observation of two independent molecules targeting free thiols to kill Mtb at acidic pH further supports that Mtb has restricted redox homeostasis and sensitivity to thiol-oxidative stress at acidic pH.

Introduction

Mtb pathogenesis is driven by its ability to exploit and adapt to the intracellular host environment. During pathogenesis, Mtb encounters a variety of stressors including nitrosative, oxidative, acidic pH, and hypoxic stress.1 In response to these stressors, Mtb alters its physiology in order to survive the hostile macrophage environment and modulate expression of virulence genes critical for its pathogenicity. Acidic pH is an initial environmental cue that Mtb senses upon infection of the host macrophage.2,4 For survival within the resting macrophage, Mtb inhibits fusion of the phagosome and lysosome and resides in a mildly acidic phagosome (pH 6.4).4 Activation of the macrophage leads to phagosome acidification and Mtb resists this acid stress, maintaining a relatively neutral cytoplasmic pH, even at pH < 5.0.5–8 In addition to expressing mechanisms to survive acid stress, Mtb also exhibits pH-and-carbon source dependent growth adaptations. Mtb will completely arrest its growth in minimal media buffered to pH 5.7 with glycerol as the sole carbon source.9 During this growth arrest, Mtb exhibits carbon source specificity, and will only arrest growth on glycolytic carbon sources (i.e., glucose and glycerol).9 However, when given specific carbon sources (i.e., phosphoenolpyruvate, pyruvate, acetate, oxaloacetate, and cholesterol), Mtb resuscitates its growth at pH 5.7 in minimal media, and thus, exhibits direct metabolic remodeling during pH stress.9 Collectively, these studies show that in response to acidic pH, Mtb has multiple mechanisms in place whereby it alters its physiology for survival and virulence.

When Mtb is cultured at acidic pH or in macrophages, the bacterium has an imbalanced redox state with a more reduced cytoplasm,3,10 a phenomenon referred to as reductive stress.2,3,11 It is hypothesized that acidic pH may cause redox imbalances due to adaptations of the electron transport chain that promote oxidative phosphorylation while maintaining cytoplasmic pH homeostasis.1 These adaptations could lead to an accumulation of reduced co-factors such as NADH/NADPH. Implications for this type of reductive stress include altered Mtb metabolism, slowed growth, and non-replicating persistence. Fatty acid synthesis is thought to help mitigate reductive stress via the oxidation of NADPH and is supported by the induction of genes associated with lipid metabolism and anaplerosis at low pH.2,3,9,12 One of these induced genes is WhiB3, a regulatory protein that senses Mtb’s intracellular redox state through its
resulting in the disruption of intrabacterial pH homeostasis. Changes in central metabolism, including the induction of anaplerotic pathways driven by isocitrate lyases (icl) and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (pckA) at acidic pH,\textsuperscript{15} and the dependence on carbon sources that feed the anaplerotic node,\textsuperscript{9} may also provide metabolic flexibility required to balance redox homeostasis at acidic pH.

Mechanisms important for pH adaptation (i.e. metabolism, cytoplasmic pH-homeostasis, and redox homeostasis) present an attractive source of novel targetable physiologies for drug discovery. pH homeostasis can be targeted by compounds like the benzoxazinone, BO43, which inhibits the serine protease MarP,\textsuperscript{14} demonstrating the druggability of physiologies important for pH-selective inhibitors of Mtb growth. This screen successfully identified inhibitors of PhoPR-dependent signaling, including (3-chloro-4-dioxo-5-phenyl-1,4,5,6-tetrahydropyrimidin-2-yl)thioacetamide (Fig. 1A), that selectively kills Mtb at acidic pH. AC2P20 was identified as a PhoPR-independent, pH-selective inhibitor of Mtb growth. Through transcriptional profiling we observed that genes modulated by AC2P20 treatment significantly overlap with genes modulated by AC2P36 treatment. Although both compounds are structurally distinct, like AC2P36, AC2P20 also exhibits killing of Mtb at pH 5.7, disrupts thiol homeostasis by depleting intracellular free thiol pools, and increases ROS production. Thus, AC2P20 is a second structurally unique pH-selective chemical probe that exhibits thiol-depletion as a mechanism-of-action for killing at acidic pH. This finding further reinforces the vulnerability of Mtb to perturbations of redox homeostasis at acidic pH.

**Experimental**

**Bacterial strains and growth conditions**

*M. tuberculosis* strains Erdman and CDC1551 and *M. smegmatis* strain mc\textsubscript{2}155 (expressing GFP from a replicating plasmid) were used in all experiments unless specified. Mtb was cultured in Middlebrook 7H9 media enriched with 10\% oleic acid–albumin–dextrose–catalase (OADC), 0.05\% Tween-80, and glycerol. Cultures were maintained in vented T-25 culture flasks and grown at 37 °C and 5\% CO\textsubscript{2}. To maintain a specific pH, 7H9 media was strongly buffered to pH 7.0 with 100 mM 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS) or pH 5.7 with 100 mM 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES). Mtb was grown to mid-late log phase (OD\textsubscript{600} 0.5–1.0) before exposure to buffered 7H9 for use in experiments detailed below. *M. smegmatis* cultures were grown in identical 7H9 media conditions at a starting OD\textsubscript{600} of 0.05 at 37 °C in a shaking incubator (200 rpm).

**Selection for AC2P20 resistant mutants**

Mtb CDC1551 and Mtb Erdman strains were grown to an OD\textsubscript{600} of 0.6–1.0, spun down, and resuspended in 7H9 media buffered to pH 5.7. Mtb cells were plated at 10\textsuperscript{9} cells per mL on 7H10 agar media buffered to pH 5.7 and supplemented with 10 μM, 20 μM or 40 μM AC2P20. Plates were incubated at 37 °C for over 12 weeks without any significant isolated colonies appearing. This experiment was performed three times with similar results.

**Transcriptional profiling and data analysis**

Mtb cultures were grown at 37 °C and 5\% CO\textsubscript{2} in standing T-25 culture flasks to an OD\textsubscript{600} of 0.5 in 8 mL of 7H9 buffered media. Treatment conditions examined include (i) 20 μM AC2P20 at pH 5.7 and (ii) an equivalent volume of DMSO at pH 5.7 as the baseline control. Each culture was incubated for 24 hours and treatment conditions were conducted in two biological replicates. Following incubation, total bacterial RNA was extracted as previously described\textsuperscript{2,9} and sequencing data...
was analyzed using SPARTA (ver. 1.0). Genes identified were filtered based on log$_2$ CPM < 5 and log$_2$ FC < 1. A Chi-square analysis with Yates correction was conducted to test the statistical relationship between gene overlap with the AC2P36 transcriptional profile as described by Coulson et al. The RNAseq data has been deposited in the GEO database (accession # GSE151884).

Half-maximal effective concentration (EC$_{50}$) determination and spectrum of activity in other mycobacteria

Mtb cultures were incubated in buffered 7H9 media (pH 5.7 or pH 7.0) at a starting OD$_{600}$ of 0.2, with 200 μL aliquoted into 96-well microtiter assay plates (CoStar # 3603). Cultures were treated with a 2.5-fold dose–response of AC2P20 (80–0.33 μM) and incubated standing for 6 days at 37 °C and 5% CO$_2$, with bacterial growth assessed by optical density (OD$_{600}$). Cultures treated with an equivalent volume of DMSO or 0.3 μM rifampin were used as negative and positive controls, respectively. Each condition was performed in duplicate and representative of three individual experiments. EC$_{50}$ values were determined using GraphPad Prism software (ver. 7.0). AC2P20 activity against *M. smegmatis* was also performed in 96-well assay plates in 7H9 buffered media (pH 7.0 or 5.7). *M. smegmatis* cultures were seeded at a starting OD$_{600}$ of 0.05 with 200 μL aliquoted into each well. An 8-point 2.5-fold dilution series starting at 80 μM was conducted and cultures were incubated for 3 days with shaking (100 rpm). Plates were read for GFP fluorescence.

Mycobacterial activity of AC2P20

Mtb was initially cultured in 7H9 media (pH 5.7 or 7.0) at a starting OD$_{600}$ of 0.2 in 96-well assay plates. Cultures were treated with a 2.5-fold dose–response of AC2P20 (80 to 0.33 μM). An equivalent volume of DMSO was included as a control. Each treatment condition was conducted in triplicate and incubated for 7 days. Following incubation, treated wells were serially diluted in 1/2 Phosphate-Buffered Saline (PBS) and plated for colony forming units (CFUs) on 7H10 agar plates supplemented with 10% OADC and glycerol. Bactericidal activity was determined by comparing CFUs from the initial inoculum to CFUs following treatment.

Cytoplasmic pH-homeostasis

Mtb washed with PBS (pH 7.0) was labelled with Cell Tracker 5'-chloromethylfluorescein diacetate (CMFDA) and analyzed using methods previously described. Mtb treated with AC2P20 in PBS (pH 5.7) was assayed for cytoplasmic pH changes over the course of 24 hours. Excitation ratio results were converted to pH via a standard curve generated using nigericin-treated Mtb in buffers of known pH. Treated Mtb results were then compared to the DMSO and nigericin negative and positive controls, respectively.

Measurement of endogenous reactive oxygen species

CellROX Green fluorescent dye (Invitrogen) was used to detect accumulation of endogenous reactive oxygen species (ROS) in Mtb as previously reported. Mtb grown to mid-late log phase was pelleted and re-suspended at a starting OD$_{600}$ of 0.5 in 5 mL...
of buffered 7H9 media (pH 5.7 or 7.0) lacking catalase. Cultures prepared in duplicate were treated with two separate concentrations of AC2P20 (2 μM and 20 μM) and incubated for 24 hours at 37 °C. Following treatment, cultures were incubated with 5 mM CellROX Green for 1 hour at 37 °C and then washed twice with 1× PBS + 0.05% Tween80. Washed cells were resuspended in 0.6 mL 1× PBS and aliquoted into triplicate wells in 96-well microtiter plates. Wells were measured for fluorescence and optical density, with fluorescence being subsequently normalized to cell growth for ROS analysis. AC2P36 (2 μM and 20 μM) and equivalent volumes of DMSO served as positive and baseline controls, respectively.

Detecting intracellular free thiol pools

Mtb grown in 7H9 OAD media lacking catalase was inoculated at a starting OD600 of 0.25 in 8 mL of buffered 7H9 OAD media (pH 5.7 or 7.0) also lacking catalase. Cultures were prepared in duplicate and treated with either DMSO, 2 μM AC2P20, 20 μM AC2P20, 20 μM AC2P36, or 20 μM auranofin. Treated cultures were incubated for 24 hours at 37 °C, normalized by OD600 and washed twice in 1× PBS supplemented with 0.05% tyloxapol. Cells were resuspended in 0.75 mL of thiol assay buffer (100 mM potassium phosphate pH 7.4, and 1 mM EDTA) and lysed by bead beating for 2 minutes at room temperature. Supernatants were removed and saved for analysis using the Cayman thiol detection assay kit (Caymen Chemical) as previously described.29 Thiol concentrations were measured in (nM) against a glutathione standard.

Mass spectrometry

Mass spectrometry was used to detect the formation of AC2P20 adducts. Aqueous solutions of 80 μM AC2P20 were prepared separately and incubated with either reduced glutathione (100 μM), N-acetylcysteine (100 μM), or hydrogen peroxide (100 μM) for 1 hour at room temperature in Tris–HCl buffer (pH 5.7, 7.0, or 8.5). Samples were analyzed using the Waters Xevo G2-XS QTof mass spectrometer (Milford, MA, USA) in both positive and negative electrospray ionization (ESI) modes. Samples were run with the following ion source parameters: capillary voltage, 2 kV; sampling cone, 35 V; source temperature, 100 °C; desolvation temperature, 350 °C; cone gas flow, 25 L h⁻¹; desolvation gas flow, 600 L h⁻¹. Ultra-performance liquid chromatography (UPLC), using water and acetonitrile as solvents, was carried out for the chromatographic separation of compounds. The LC parameters were as follows: flow rate, 0.2 mL min⁻¹; water/acetonitrile solvent gradient, 50/50 for 2 min. Mass analysis was performed at <1500 Da. This experiment was repeated twice in duplicate with similar results seen at both positive and negative ESI.

Results

AC2P20 exhibits pH-dependent growth inhibition of M. tuberculosis

Two high throughput screens (HTS) using Mtb fluorescent reporters were conducted in order to detect inhibitors of two separate Mtb two-component regulatory systems (TCS): DosRST and PhoPR.20,29,31,34 A chemical library of >220 000 small molecules was previously screened, with compound hits being defined as those that inhibited reporter fluorescence or Mtb growth. These compounds were further classified as TCS target inhibitors or growth inhibitors. The screens only differed in the reporter strain used and the pH of the medium, which was neutral or acidic in the DosRST and PhoPR inhibitor screens, respectively. Comparing growth inhibiting hits from these two screens identified a subset of compounds that selectively inhibited Mtb growth at acidic pH independent of PhoPR signaling. These compounds were classified as pH-selective growth inhibitors if they exhibited >50% growth inhibition at acidic pH and < 10% inhibition at neutral pH. AC2P20 (N-1,3-benzothiazol-2-yl-2-{(4,6-dioxo-5-phenyl-1,4,5,6-tetrahydropyrimidin-2-yl)thio]acetamide) (Fig. 1A) exhibited >5-fold selectivity at acidic pH and was characterized as one of these pH-selective inhibitors of Mtb growth. The pH-dependent activity of AC2P20 was confirmed by determining its half-maximal effective concentration (EC₅₀). Mtb treated with an 8-point dose–response of AC2P20 for six days at pH 5.7 results in dose-dependent growth inhibition with an EC₅₀ of 4.3 μM, however, has a >10-fold higher EC₅₀ of ~60 μM at pH 7.0 (Fig. 1B). AC2P20 also exhibits mycobacterial selectivity for Mtb compared to M. smegmatis, which has an EC₅₀ > 80 μM at acidic pH and does not exhibit growth inhibitory activity at neutral pH (Fig. S1A†). Time-dependent and concentration-dependent killing assays were conducted to define whether AC2P20 is bactericidal or bacteriostatic. Mtb treated with 20 μM AC2P20 exhibits pH-selective inhibition of Mtb growth in acidic conditions and results in approximately 2-log fold reduction in CFUs over 5 days (Fig. 1C). In contrast, DMSO controls and AC2P20 treatment in neutral conditions have no impact on growth. The concentration-dependent killing assay shows that AC2P20 is bactericidal at ~32 μM and bacteriostatic at 12 μM (Fig. 1D). Cytoplasmic pH was measured to determine whether AC2P20 functions as an ionophore. Treatment with AC2P20 does not modulate the cytoplasmic pH of Mtb compared to the nigericin positive control (Fig. S1B†). Together, these data show that AC2P20 activity is pH-dependent, bactericidal, and does not alter Mtb cytoplasmic pH homeostasis.

AC2P20 induces a thiol oxidative stress response similar to AC2P36

To isolate resistant mutants and thereby find potential targets for AC2P20, 10⁶ Mtb cells were plated on 7H10 agar media buffered to pH 5.7 containing 10 μM, 20 μM or 40 μM AC2P20. Despite several weeks of incubation each time at 37 °C, no spontaneous mutants were isolated from multiple rounds of screening for resistant mutants to AC2P20. Following our resistance screening attempts, transcriptional profiling was conducted to define Mtb physiologies targeted following AC2P20 treatment. Mtb CDC1551 cultures were prepared in rich media (pH 5.7) and treated with 20 μM AC2P20 or DMSO control for 24 hours. Mtb treated with AC2P20 caused induction of 156 genes (>2-fold, q <
0.05) (Fig. 2A and Table S1†). Using MycoBrowser to classify gene function, we found that the functional pathway most induced by AC2P20 (excluding conserved hypotheticals) was intermediary metabolism and respiration (Fig. 2B, Tables S1A and B†). Differentially induced genes included genes involved in sulfur metabolism (cysT, sirA, mec), transcriptional regulation of the stress response (sigH, sigE, rsha), and redox homeostasis (katG, trxB1, trxC) (Fig. 2C and Table S1B†). Notably, differentially regulated genes from AC2P20 treated cells overlapped with differential gene expression profiles previously characterized for the pH-selective Mtb growth inhibitor, AC2P36. Gene enrichment analysis showed a statistically significant overlap between groups AC2P20 and AC2P36 differentially expressed genes (p < 0.0001) (Fig. 2C). Based on RNAseq data and the gene enrichment analysis, both AC2P36 and AC2P20 exhibit a transcriptional profile indicative of redox and thiol-oxidative stress. For example, both transcriptomes show induction of the alternative sigma factor SigH regulon which plays a central role in regulating thiol-oxidative stress during Mtb pathogenesis. SigH is responsible for regulating genes involved in thiol
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**Fig. 2** AC2P20 treatment promotes a thiol-oxidative and redox stress response. (A) Mtb differential gene expression data after being treated for 24 hours with 20 μM AC2P20 at pH 5.7. Genes indicated include those involved in sulfur metabolism, transcriptional regulation, and redox homeostasis. Statistically significant genes (q < 0.05) are highlighted in red. (B) A pie chart depicting the functional classification breakdown of significantly induced genes (>2-fold, q < 0.05) following the analysis of AC2P20-treated Mtb RNA-seq profile. (C) Heatmap comparing 16 upregulated genes (between AC2P20 and AC2P36) at pH 5.7 that are involved in sulfur metabolism, transcriptional regulation, and redox homeostasis. Genes were annotated with the H37Rv genome. (D) Venn diagrams comparing upregulated and downregulated gene overlap (>2-fold, q < 0.05) between AC2P20-treated and AC2P36-treated Mtb.© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 20089–20100 | 20093
metabolism including thioredoxin (trxC), thioredoxin reductases (trxB1, trxB2), and cysteine biosynthesis and sulfate transport (cysO, cysM, cysA, cysW, cysT). Additionally, SigH-regulated moeZ is induced in both transcriptomes, which is involved in sulfation of enzymes and plays a dual role in molybdopterin biosynthesis and CysO activation.46 While the SigH regulon exhibits a direct response to thiol-oxidative stress, it is also highly induced under oxidative stress conditions.46 In addition, non-SigH regulated oxidative stress responsive genes include KatG (catalase-peroxidase), ThiX (a thioredoxin), and FurA (transcriptional regulator), which are upregulated in both AC2P20 and AC2P36. Interestingly, Rv0560c, a methyltransferase, is the most upregulated gene in Mtb treated with AC2P20, AC2P36, or C10.22,29 Rv0560c is induced in mutants resistant to a cyano-substituted fused pyrido-benzimidazole, known as compound 14, and provides resistance by methylating and inactivating compound 14.40 Rv0560c is not directly upregulated by the SigH regulon or oxidative stress, but rather by salicylate,41 and may be involved in the synthesis of redox cycling agents.42–44 Therefore, induction of thiol-homeostasis metabolism genes and KatG in response to AC2P20 treatment suggests an increased need for the generation of low molecular weight thiols, which are important for detoxification of toxic reactive oxygen species (ROS) and maintaining redox homeostasis in Mtb.

Despite significant overlap between the AC2P20 and AC2P36-treated regulons, there are pathways that are distinctly different in the transcriptional profiling comparisons. Classification of gene function for the 180 AC2P36-induced genes (>2-fold, q < 0.05) showed that the functional category most induced (excluding conserved hypotheticals) was intermediary metabolism and respiration, the same as AC2P20. However, major differences were noted between categories of both induced gene sets for AC2P20 and AC2P36. For example, induction of lipid metabolism genes comprised roughly 3.33% of the total genes induced by AC2P36 compared to 12.82% for AC2P20 (Fig. 2B and S2A†). Noticeably, AC2P20 appeared to upregulate several mycolic acid biosynthesis pathway and operon genes (fas, acpM, kasA, accD6) (Fig. S2B†). In contrast, these genes were repressed following AC2P36 treatment. Other lipid metabolism genes not observed in AC2P20 transcriptional data, but actively repressed by AC2P36 include scoA/B, accD1, Rv3087, and fadE35.29 Additionally, transcriptional profiling showed that methylcitrate synthase and methylcitrate dehydratase genes (prpC and prpD,

---

**Fig. 3** AC2P20 forms adducts with free thiols at acidic pH. (A) AC2P20 was incubated in Tris–HCl buffer, pH 5.7 with reduced glutathione (GSH) for one hour. An AC2P20-GSH adduct (~528 Da) was confirmed via mass spectrometry. Samples were run in duplicate and observed in negative ESI mode. (B) In the absence of GSH, AC2P20 incubated with DMSO does not fragment at pH 5.7. Only the parent molecule is observable at a molecular weight of ~409 Da. Samples were run in duplicate and observed in negative ESI mode. (C) AC2P20-GSH adduct formation at pH 5.7 (~530 Da) was also observed in positive ESI mode, as well as adduct loss of the glutamate fragment (~401 Da) and subsequent fragmentation of the AC2P20 molecule and its pyrimidine fragments. Samples were run in duplicate.
respectively) were oppositely modulated in both regulons; AC2P20 repressed prpc/D expression while their expression was induced by AC2P36 (Fig. S2B†). Other functional categories that saw large quantitative changes between both transcriptional profiles include cell wall and cell wall processes and virulence, detoxification and adaptation. Fewer cell wall and cell wall processes genes were induced by AC2P36 compared to AC2P20, while the number of virulence, detoxification and adaptation functional genes were increased following AC2P36 treatment (Fig. S2A†). The transcriptional differences observed between both regulons demonstrates that despite the shared similarities in regulation of thiol-redox homeostasis and regulatory genes, distinct differences exist between how pathways are modulated following AC2P20 and AC2P36, with lipid metabolism being most notable.

AC2P20 forms an adduct with the low molecular weight thiol, GSH
Although AC2P36 and AC2P20 have distinct structures, both compounds contain a similar thiol-containing pyrimidine group. In AC2P36, it is thought that the methylsulfone moiety acts as an electron-withdrawing group which allows a thiolate anion to undergo nucleophilic attack on the C-2 carbon of the pyrimidine ring in order to release methanesulfonic acid or methanesulfinate (Fig. S1C†).²⁹ This interaction is thought to result in the formation of a sulfide bond and depletion of available free thiols. Indeed, heteroaromatic sulfones have been recently described as tunable agents for cysteine-reactive profiling.³⁵,³⁶ Based on these observations with AC2P36, and the noted similarity with the thiol-containing pyrimidine group, we hypothesized that AC2P20 may have a similar mechanism of action and undergo covalent modification of free thiols. To test this hypothesis, 80 μM AC2P20 was incubated with 100 μM reduced glutathione (GSH) for one hour in basic, neutral, and acidic conditions and analyzed via mass spectrometry. Incubation of AC2P20 with GSH resulted in the formation of an adduct at pH 5.7 with a molecular weight of ~529 Da (Fig. 3A, C, and S5†). There is also adduct formation in neutral and basic conditions (Fig. S3A and B†) although with lower peak intensity. AC2P20 incubated with DMSO does not appear to fragment in the absence of GSH in any of these conditions (Fig. 3B, S3C and D†). In the positive ESI mode (Fig. 3C), a neutral fragment of 129 Da is lost from the adduct with a peak seen at ~401 Da, consistent with a loss of the glutamate fragment from GSH.⁴⁷ Fragmentation of AC2P20 is also observed when incubated with GSH at pH 5.7, with peaks at ~222 Da, ~206 Da, ~194 Da, and ~178 Da aligning with possible fragments of the pyrimidine group of AC2P20 (Fig. S7†). The peak observed at ~391 Da is a mass spectrometry plasticizer and common contaminant that can be used for mass calibration.⁴⁸ We also looked at N-acetylcysteine (NAC), a derivative of GSH, and its ability to form an adduct with AC2P20. A peak was observed at ~384 Da, aligning with the formation of an AC2P20-NAC adduct (Fig. S4A and S5†). Interestingly, higher peak intensities of these adducts were observed at neutral and basic conditions (Fig. S4B and C†). This is possibly due to NAC having a pKa ~9.5, and therefore favoring the adduct reaction with AC2P20 under these conditions. Together, these findings support that AC2P20 reacts with low molecular weight thiols and thiol groups. Additionally, we looked at whether AC2P20 still forms an adduct with GSH in the presence of the oxidant, H₂O₂. It was thought that H₂O₂ may cause the formation of intermediate sulfenic acid and oxidize GSH, resulting in the formation of glutathione disulfide (GSSG).⁴⁹ After incubating AC2P20 with both GSH and H₂O₂, we still observed disulfide bond formation between AC2P20 and GSH, indicating that GSSG is probably not being produced (Fig. S4D†). These results suggest that AC2P20 is capable of forming a disulfide bond with low molecular weight thiols.

AC2P20 depletes free thiols and causes an accumulation in ROS in Mtb at acidic pH
Given that an adduct is able to form between AC2P20 and GSH, we sought to test the ability of AC2P20 to deplete free thiols in Mtb. For this assay, Mtb was treated with AC2P20 (2 μM and 20 μM) in both acidic and neutral conditions for 24 hours. Auranoﬁn (20 μM) was used as a positive control because it inhibits
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**Fig. 4** AC2P20 depletes free thiols and induces intracellular ROS accumulation. (A) Treatment of Mtb with AC2P20 leads to a pH-dependent decrease in free thiols. Free thiol depletion is observed at pH 5.7 with AC2P20 treatment. AC2P36 is a pH-dependent chemical probe known to deplete free thiol pools and serves as a positive control. Statistical significance was calculated using a two-way ANOVA (*p < 0.05). (B) ROS accumulate under AC2P20 treatment at acidic conditions. Mtb treatment with AC2P20 leads to a pH-dependent increase in intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS). ROS was detected using a final concentration of 5 μM fluorescent dye, CellROX Green, and normalized to an OD_{595}. DMSO was used as a control. Statistical significance was calculated using a one-way ANOVA (*p < 0.05).
Mtb’s thioredoxin reductase, TrxB2, thereby disrupting thiol-and redox-homeostasis.\textsuperscript{23} AC2P36 (20 μM) was also included in the assay to compare thiol depleting activities of both compounds. Following AC2P20 treatment, a statistically significant reduction in free thiol concentrations was observed intracellularly in Mtb at pH 5.7 where free thiols are reduced by \(\sim 2.8\)-fold to \(\sim 133\ nM\) compared to the DMSO vehicle control at \(\sim 380\ nM\) (Fig. 4A). As expected, we also see free thiol depletion in Mtb following treatment with both positive controls, supporting the observation seen with AC2P20. In contrast to auranoﬁn, AC2P20 treatment at neutral pH does not exhibit any statistically significant reduction in free thiols, supporting the pH-selective activity of this compound. Interestingly, AC2P36 does exhibit some activity in neutral conditions. This is possibly due to AC2P36 still exhibiting some growth inhibitory activity at neutral pH at \(\sim 30\ μM\), whereas AC2P20 requires much higher concentrations (\(\sim 60\ μM\)) to see a similar inhibitory effect.

Depletion of total free thiols will result in disrupted redox homeostasis and therefore may result in enhanced ROS accumulation. To test this hypothesis, we conducted an assay measuring intracellular ROS production in Mtb. Mtb was incubated with 2 μM and 20 μM AC2P20 for 24 hours, treated with CellROX fluorescent dye for 1 hour, and then assayed for relative ﬂuorescence and optical density. AC2P36 (2 μM and 20 μM) was included as the positive control, because it has previously been shown to accumulate intracellular ROS following treatment. At acidic pH, 20 μM AC2P20 exhibits \(\sim 3\)-fold increase in intracellular ROS production compared to DMSO (Fig. 4B). AC2P20 (20 μM) also increases ROS accumulation \(\sim 3\)-fold greater in acidic conditions compared to neutral pH, where there is little ROS accumulation compared to DMSO. AC2P36 (20 μM) also increases ROS production \(\sim 2\)-fold at pH 5.7, which is consistent with previous observations. These data support a mechanism whereby enhanced ROS accumulation can be driven by pH stress and is further exacerbated by AC2P20 treatment.

**Discussion**

Based on the chemical structure of AC2P20 and the adduct it forms with GSH at pH 5.7, we propose a reaction model where the benzothiazole-mercaptoacetamide group covalently modiﬁes free thiols, forming stable adducts. Shown here is a potential mechanism for the generation of adducts observed by mass spectrometry (Fig. 3A and C). Disulfide bond formation between GSH (307.32 Da) and the free benzothiazole-mercaptoacetamide group (223.29 Da) results in a molecule mass of 529 Da, which can be observed in both positive and negative ESI modes (Fig. 5A and S5†). Loss of the neutral glutamate fragment from the AC2P20-GSH adduct results in a peak at 401 Da (ESI†). We suspect AC2P20 may be undergoing hydrolysis, however, we do not observe the phenyl-dioxopyrimidine fragment (204 Da). We do observe a fragmented phenyl-dioxopyrimidine group at 178 Da which may be due to the sample’s molecules breaking into charged fragments during mass spectrometry. The absence of a 204 Da fragment may also suggest that adduct formation could be occurring via a different chemical process. However, the observation of an adduct supports that the formation of disulfide bonds between AC2P20 and other thiol-containing molecules could be occurring in Mtb (Fig. 5B).

Although, both AC2P20 and AC2P36 function by depleting free thiols, the two scaffolds are distinctly different and engage glutathione (GSH) in different ways. AC2P36 is itself an electrophile, by virtue of the reactive methanesulfonyl moiety on the pyrimidine. GSH can add directly to AC2P36 on the pyrimidine, followed by elimination of the excellent leaving group methanesulfonynic acid.\textsuperscript{29} On the other hand, AC2P20 is not itself reactive to GSH in an analogous fashion, as evidenced by a lack of MS ion for a direct adduct of GSH to the pyrimidine dine moiety. Instead, AC2P20 has to get hydrolyzed to the free thiol, after which it forms a disulfide with GSH. Therefore, AC2P20 and AC2P36 have different chemical mechanisms of action, and the GSH adducts are chemically distinct (e.g. disulfide vs. thiopyrimidine).

Redox homeostasis represents a potentially important Mtb vulnerability at acidic pH. Mtb experiences reductive stress during hypoxia and at acidic pH.\textsuperscript{48} Genes important for mitigating redox stress are shown to be directly regulated by acid stress; therefore, disruption of redox homeostasis results in the loss of Mtb protection against acid stress.\textsuperscript{28} Furthermore, direct perturbations to either redox-homeostasis or pH-homeostasis results in decreased drug tolerance and enhanced Mtb killing.\textsuperscript{30} Indeed, chloroquine has recently been shown to kill Mtb \textit{in vivo} by targeting redox homeostasis\textsuperscript{30} and auranoﬁn also shows promising antimycobacterial activity.\textsuperscript{23,51} Furthermore, agents targeting respiration may similarly have activity by promoting redox imbalance. Thus, targeting redox-homeostasis represents an important new approach to treating TB. Like AC2P36, we have discovered a second pH-selective compound, AC2P20, that directly targets free thiols to perturb redox homeostasis. Both AC2P36 and AC2P20 deplete free thiol pools and increase intracellular ROS as part of their killing mechanisms. Interestingly, AC2P20 depletes less free thiols than AC2P36, but has a greater increase in intracellular ROS. This suggests that although both appear to target Mtb free thiols, there are differences in their mechanisms. One hypothesis is that release of the phenyl-dioxopyrimidine group could also be targeting a secondary unknown Mtb physiology, possibly explaining the higher ROS increase that is observed compared to AC2P36 (Fig. 4B). Both compounds also form adducts with the low molecular weight thiol, GSH; however, there are major chemical scaffold differences. AC2P36 captures thiols with the release of methysulfinate while AC2P20 is cleaved to generate benzothiazole-mercaptoacetamide, which then goes on to form disulfide bonds. Although AC2P20 and AC2P36 compounds are structurally unique and have distinct mechanisms-of-action, they do exhibit similar physiological effects on Mtb, supporting the conclusion that thiol redox homeostasis is specifically vulnerable to inhibition at acidic pH.

Several studies in Mtb show a link between low pH and oxidative stress responses.\textsuperscript{23,51,52} At acidic pH \textit{in vitro}, Mtb exhibits a more reduced cytoplasm and a shift from glycolysis to fatty acid synthesis.\textsuperscript{3} This metabolic remodeling is thought to
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occur in order to generate more oxidized cofactors to mitigate reductive stress. However, a more reduced cytoplasm in Mtb may also play a role in protecting Mtb against oxidative stress. A recent study comparing the RNAseq profiles of reduced MSH redox potential ($E_{\text{MSH-reduced}}$), intraphagosomal Mtb, and pH stress supports this claim and shows that $E_{\text{MSH-reduced}}$ transcriptome has significant overlap with the pH-regulon.29 When we compare the $E_{\text{MSH-reduced}}$, intraphagosomal Mtb, and pH stress regulons with AC2P20 and AC2P36 transcriptional profiles, we again see overlap in redox sensitive genes (i.e. katG, trxB2, and whiB3) which are important for protection against oxidative stress.

While both AC2P20 and AC2P36 share these similar gene induction characteristics, there are differences in specific thiol-related genes. For example, methionine synthesis (i.e. metK, metA, metC) appears modulated by AC2P36 treatment, but induction of these genes is absent in AC2P20 transcriptional data. Likewise, AC2P20 strongly induces sulfate reduction via adenosine 5'-phosphosulfate (cysH, nirA), however, these genes are not modulated by AC2P36. These differences may reflect differences in how these compounds sequester free thiols and which free thiols in particular are being modified. While mycothiol is the most abundant free thiol in Mtb (present in millimolar amounts),31 it is plausible AC2P20 targets other low molecular weight thiols such as ergothioneine (ERG)32 or gamma-glutamylcysteine (GGC).33 Our mass spectrometry data also supports AC2P20 may be generally targeting free thiols, forming adducts with both GSH and NAC, which would indicate that (1) AC2P20 can target a thiol group in general, and (2) it can directly target a cysteine derivative. Further profiling experiments would need to be undertaken to determine in which molecular contexts AC2P20 targets free thiols and indeed, other related molecules are being developed as tools for cysteine-reactive profiling.45,46

**Conclusions**

The discovery of two independent molecules selectively killing Mtb at acidic pH by depleting free thiols provides further support for our hypothesis that Mtb is highly sensitive to thiol homeostasis stress at acidic pH and this pathway is a valuable new target for TB drug discovery. AC2P20 or AC2P36 in their present state, will not likely make useful drugs, as they could react with host thiols and thus be neutralized prior to reaching Mtb or could be cytotoxic. However, they independently point the way to further efforts to target this pathway. Indeed, the thioredoxin reductase inhibitor auranoxin is in early clinical trials to treat TB and similarly functions by depleting free thiols by a distinct, indirect mechanism. Several groups are pursuing compounds that have enhanced killing at acidic pH but have mostly focused on bacterial pH-homeostasis.16–18 This new work further validates targeting thiol homeostasis as an alternative target to kill Mtb at acidic pH. Other chemotypes, such as auranoxin, that do so indirectly are likely the most promising route. However, it could be possible to develop the compounds related to AC2P20 or AC2P36 into prodrugs that are activated by a Mtb specific enzyme, thus releasing the thiol-reactive warhead selectively inside the bacterial cell. Notably, for both AC2P20
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**Fig. 5** Proposed mechanism for AC2P20 adduct formation. (A) Proposed reaction mechanism for the formation of a disulfide bond between AC2P20 and GSH at pH 5.7. (B) Proposed stable covalent bond formation between AC2P20 and free thiols in Mtb during redox cycling.
and AC2P36 we could not isolate resistant mutants. This is consistent with the compounds having a broad target (free thiols) and not a specific protein, where resistant mutants could be selected. Therefore, it is possible that should a compound targeting free thiols be developed, the evolution of resistance may be slower as compared to a traditional antibiotic.

In conclusion, our findings have uncovered a novel thiol-targeting chemical probe, AC2P20. AC2P20, in combination with AC2P36, can be classified as a new class of compounds that render Mtb especially sensitive to changes in thiol homeostasis at acidic pH. Further experiments to examine the mechanism of this sensitivity can be undertaken using AC2P20 or AC2P36 as chemical probes. For example, using TN-seq, identification of mutants that become sensitive to AC2P20 and AC2P36 at a neutral pH or have enhanced sensitivity at acidic pH, may reveal key functional pathways required for maintaining thiol-homeostasis.
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